Introduction
Recently, there has been substantial interest in mathematics in the conjectured moduli space of conformal field theories. The purpose of this paper is to investigate this space by what is known as perturbative methods. First, however, it is important to note that the moduli space itself is not yet well defined. There are different definitions of conformal field theory, for example the Segal approach [21, 11, 12] is quite substantially different from the vertex operator approach (see [14] and references therein). Since these definitions are not known to be equivalent, and their realizations are supposed to be points of the moduli space, the space itself therefore cannot be defined until a particular definition is selected.
Next, it remains to be specified what structure there should be on the moduli space. Presumably, there should at least be a topology, so than we need to ask what is a nearby conformal field theory. That, too, has not been answered.
These foundational questions are enormously difficult, mostly from the philosophical point of view: it is very easy to define ad hoc notions which immediately turn out insufficiently general to be desirable. Because of that, fixing these definitions is not the approach of the present paper. This, of course, makes it quite hard to say anything definite. The approach we take here, then, is to examine the existing paradigm, and try to follow some of the so far unexplored clues it contains. This way, we will already reach certain surprising conclusions, which is the main subject of this paper.
What is the existing paradigm, then? First of all, it is assumed that at least at generic points, the moduli space of CFT's is a manifold, and in fact, candidates for its tangent vectors are marginal fields, i.e. primary fields of weight (1, 1) of the conformal field theory (that is in the bosonic case, in the supersymmetric case there are modifications which we will discuss later). To a mathematician, then, this means that there should exist an exponential map from the tangent space at a point to the moduli space, i.e. it should be possible to construct a continuous 1-parameter set of conformal field theories by "turning on" a given marginal field. From the point of view of physics, however, a more sophisticated scenario is possible. Viewing CFT from the point of view of 2-dimensional quantum field theory, turning on a field corresponds to a perturbation of the Lagrangian of the theory. It may be possible to renormalize the perturbed theory, but conformal invariance may not occur for all values of the deformation parameter, only for certain specific "fixed points". This would mean that to get the exponential map of marginal fields, we may have to include in the moduli space theories which break conformal invariance, and only certain sparse points would be actual CFT's. It is already known that changing rules in this way is beneficial when discussing deformations of boundary sectors of a given bulk CFT, e.g. in the Kondo effect in WZW branes [1, 2, 4, 5, 16, 17, 20] , a mathematical treatment was attempted in [13] .
Nevertheless, certain examples are canonically conjectured to be CFT's. For example, from the moduli space of Calabi-Yau 3-folds, there is supposed to be a σ-model map into the moduli space of CFT's. In fact, when we have an exactly solvable Calabi-Yau σ-model, one gets operators in CFT corresponding to the cohomology groups H 11 and H 21 , which measure deformations of complex structure and Kähler metric, respectively, and these in turn give rise to infinitesimal deformations. But can these infinitesimal deformations be exponentiated to actually construct finite deformations of the σ model? Or, alternately said, do these σ-models really exist, say, in the sense of Segal axioms? The question is still not settled. After it was found that the renormalization construction for Ricci-flat metric given in [3] has a problem at the 4-point function, a possible fix was found e.g. in [19] , [6] , but the differential equations to which the problem is reduced are not explicit enough to solve mathematically. The σ-models which have been explicitly constructed (i.e. exactly solved), are (at least conjecturally) basically those constructed by Gepner [7, 8] . These theories fall into a much more rigid, almost discrete pattern.
In the present paper, we investigate the more restrictive interpretation of the moduli space, i.e. look only at points which are all conformal field theories. We will see, however, that these conformally invariant continuous deformations do not (at least in the setup we consider here) exist in all the cases expected, which may indicate that the more general interpretation, namely considering processes which break conformal invariance (even in the bulk) except in fixed points, may in fact be physically appropriate.
Namely, in our setup, (which we describe in more detail below), we discuss two main examples, namely the free field theory (both bosonic and N = 1-supersymmetric), and the Gepner model of the Fermat quintic, which is an exactly solvable N = 2-supersymmetric conformal field theory which is conjectured to be the non-linear σ-model of the Fermat quintic Calabi-Yau 3-fold. In the case of the free field theory, we find that there are no nontrivial continuous deformations in our sense (at least under some minor decay conditions). In case of free field theories compactified on a torus, the only deformations are related to (linear) changes of the metric on the torus. In the Fermat quintic case, we find that the space of deformations in our sense is 2-dimensional, the allowed deformations corresponding under the Gepner conjecture to scaling of the global size of spacetime, and the mirror-symmetric deformation of complex structure. The remaining 100 dimensions of the tangent space do not correspond to actual continuous deformations. Those are the main results of the present paper.
To relate more precisely in what setup these results occur, we need to describe what kind of deformations we are considering. It is well known that one can obtain infinitesimal deformations from primary fields. In the bosonic case, the weight of these fields must be (1, 1) , in the N = 1-supersymmetric case in the NS-NS sector the critical weight is (1/2, 1/2) and in the N = 2-supersymmetric case the infinitesimal deformations we consider are along so called ac or cc fields of weight (1/2, 1/2). For more specific discussion, see section 2 below. It is not known if there may exist infinitesimal deformations which are not related to primary fields. However, this is the case under a certain continuity assumption which we also state in section 2.
Therefore, the approach we follow is exponentiating infinitesimal deformations along primary fields of appropriate weights. Such exponentiation requires updating both the primary field and vacua at all points of the deformation parameter. The approach we follow here is perturbative, i.e. we try to obtain a power series expansion in the deformation parameter. We describe a cohomological obstruction theory similar to Gerstenhaber's theory [9] for associative algebras, which in principle controls the coefficients at individual powers of the deformation parameter. The primary, and a part of the secondary obstruction can be written down explicitly. This is done in section 3, The primary obstruction in fact is the one which excludes conformally invariant perturbative deformations of the free field theory at fields of non-zero momentum ("gravitational waves"). In the case of the Gepner model of the Fermat quintic, the primary obstruction vanishes but the secondary obstruction excludes exponentiating of infinitesimal deformations in other directions than specified. The key to writing down the secondary obstruction is attempting to write infinitesimally deformed vacua in a form as close as possible to "local" on the boundary components of the worldsheets involved. This is the main topic of section 2, which is stated in Lemma 1. Then, however, it turns out more advantageous to write the formal secondary obstruction in terms finite annuli, where the obstruction when nonzero causes a nonzero logarithmic term, which cannot be cancelled by the other terms of the equation for the second order deformation of the primary field.
Unfortunately, because the present situation is not purely algebraic, and rather involves infinite sums which need to be discussed in terms of analysis, other complications enter. For example, the obstructions may in fact be undefined, because they may involve infinite sums which do not converge. Such phenomenon must be treated carefully, since it doesn't mean automatically that the exponentiation fails. In fact, because the deformed primary fields are only determined up to a scalar factor, there is a possibility of renormalization along the deformation parameter. We briefly discuss this theoretically in section 3, and then give an example in the case of the free field theory in section 4.
We also briefly discuss sufficient conditions for exponentiation. The main method we use is the case when Lemma 1 gives a truly local formula for the infinitesimal vacua, which could be interpreted as an "infinitesimal isomorphism". We then give in section 3 conditions under which such infinitesimal isomorphisms can be exponentiated. This includes the case of a coset theory, which doesn't require renormalization, and a more general case when renormalization may occur. In fact, the way we obtain an explicit formula for the secondary obstruction is using the candidate for the infinitesimal isomorphism in the first stage, using still a case of Lemma 1 where we obtain a local formula for the infinitesimally deformed vacua.
In the final section 5, namely the case of the Gepner model, the main problem is finding a setup for the vertex operators which would be explicit enough to allow evaluating the obstructions in question; the positive result is obtained using the coset construction. The formulas required are obtained from the Coulomb gas approach, which is given in [10] .
The present paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we give the general setup in which we work, show under which condition we can restrict ourselves to deformations along a primary field, and derive the formula for infinitesimally deformed vacua, given in Lemma 1. In section 3, we discuss exponentiation theoretically, in terms of obstruction theory, explicit formulas for the primary and part of the secondary obstruction, and renormalization. We also discuss supersymmetry. In section 4, we give the example of the free field theories, the trivial deformations which come from 0 momentum deforming fields, and the primary obstruction to deforming along primary fields of nonzero momentum. In section 5, we discuss the deformations of the Gepner model of the Fermat quintic.
Infinitesimal deformations of conformal field theories
In a bosonic (=non-supersymmetric) CFT H, if we have a primary field u of weight (1, 1), then, as observed in [21] , we can make an infinitesimal deformation of H as follows: For a worldsheet Σ with vacuum U Σ , the infinitesimal deformation of the vacuum is
is obtained by choosing a holomorphic embedding f : D → Σ, f (0) = x, where D is the standard disk. Let Σ ′ be the worldsheet obtained by cutting f (D) out of Σ, and let U Σ x u be obtained by gluing the vacuum U Σ ′ with the field u inserted at f (∂D). The element U Σ x u is proportional to ||f ′ (0)|| 2 , since u is (1, 1)-primary, so it transforms the same way as a measure and we can define the integral (1) without coupling with a measure. The integral (1) is an infinitesimal deformation of the original CFT structure in the sense that
The main topic of this paper is studying (in this and analogous supersymmetric cases) the question as to when the infinitesimal deformation (1) can be exponentiated at least to perturbative level, i.e. when there exist for each n ∈ N elements u 0 , ..., u n−1 ∈ H, u 0 = u and for every worldsheet Σ
is primary of weight (1, 1) with respect to (2), 0 < m ≤ n, and
in the same sense as in (1).
We should remark that a priori, it is not known that all deformations of CFT come from primary fields: One could, in principle, simply ask for the existence of vacua (2) such that (2) satisfy gluing axioms over C[ǫ]/ǫ m+1 . As remarked in [21] , it is not known whether all perturbative deformations of CFT's are obtained from primary fields u as describe above. However, one can indeed prove that the primary fields u exist given suitable continuity assumptions. Suppose the vacua U Σ (m) exist for 0 ≤ m ≤ n. We notice that the integral on the right hand side of (4) is, by definition, the limit of integrals over regions R which are proper subsets of Σ such that the measure of Σ − R goes to 0 (fix an analytic metric on Σ compatible with the complex structure). Let, thus, Σ D1,...,D k be a worldsheet obtained from Σ by cutting out disjoint holomorphically embedded copies
assuming (4) for Σ = D, so the assumption we need is
The composition notation on the right hand side means gluing. Granted (5), we can recover
for the unit disk D. Now in the case of the unit disk, we get a candidate for u(m − 1) in the following way:
Assume that H is topologically spanned by subspaces
We see that if A q is the standard annulus with boundary components S 1 , qS 1 with standard parametrizations, then (7) u(m − 1) = lim
exists and is equal to the weight (1, 1) summand of (6) . In fact, by (5) and the definition of integral, we already see that (4) holds. We don't know however yet that u(m − 1) is primary. To see that, however, we note that for any annulus
is a holomorphic embedding with derivative r, (5) also implies (for the same reason -the exhaustion principle) that (4) is valid with u(m − 1) replaced by
Since this is true for any Σ, in particular where Σ is any disk, the integrands must be equal, so (8) and u(m − 1) have the same vertex operators, so at least in the absence of null elements,
which means that u(m − 1) is primary.
We shall see however that there are problems with this formulation even in the simplest possible case: Consider the free (bosonic) CFT of dimension 1, and the primary field x −1x−1 . (We disregard here the issue that H itself lacks a satisfactory Hilbert space structure, see [12] , we could eliminate this problem by compactifying the theory on a torus or by considering the state spaces of given momentum.) Let us calculate (10)
We see that the element (10) is not an element of H, since its norm is
The explanation is that the 2-point function changes during the deformation, and so therefore does the inner product. Hence, if we Hilbert-complete, the Hilbert space will change as well.
For various reasons however we find this type of direct approach difficult here. For one thing, we wish to consider theories which really do not have Hilbert axiomatizations, including Minkowski signature theories, where the Hilbert approach is impossible for physical reasons. Therefore, we prefer a "vertex operator algebra" approach where we discard the Hilbert completion and restrict ourselves to examining tree level amplitudes. One such axiomatization of such theories was given in [14] under the term "full field algebra". In the present paper, however, we prefer to work from scratch, listing the properties we will use explicitly, and referring to our objects as conformal field theories in the vertex operator formulation.
We will then consider untopologized vector spaces
Here (w L , w R ) are weights (we refer to w L resp. w R as the left resp. right component of the weight), so we assume w L − w R ∈ Z and usually
The "no ghost" assumptions (12), (13) will sometimes be dropped. If there is a Hilbert space H, then V is interpreted as the "subspace of states of finite weights". We assume that for u ∈ V wL,wR , we have vertex operators of the form
Here u a,b are operators which raise the left (resp. right) component of weight by a (resp. b). We additionally assume v L − v R ∈ Z and that for a given w, the weights of operators which act on w are discrete. Even more strongly, we assume that
where all the operators Y i (u, z) commute with allỸ j (v, z). The main axiom (14) must satisfy is "commutativity" and "associativity" analogous to the case of vertex operator algebras, i.e. there must exist for fields u, v, w ∈ V and w ′ ∈ V ∨ of finite weight, a "4-point function" (17) w ′ Z(u, v, z, z, t, t)w which is real-analytic and unbranched outside the loci of z = 0, t = 0 and z = t, and whose expansion in t first and z second (resp. z first and t second, resp. z − t first and t second) is
respectively. Here, for example, by an expansion in t first and z second we mean a series in the variable z whose coefficients are series in the variable t, and the other cases are analogous.
We also assume that Virasoro algebras L n , L n with equal central charges c L = c R act and that
Lemma 1. Consider fields u, v, w ∈ V where u is primary of weight (1, 1). Next, assume that
where
and for
is a meromorphic (resp. antimeromorphic) function of z on CP 1 , with poles (if any) only at 0, t, ∞. Now write
is the infinitesimally deformed vertex operator where Σ is the degenerate worldsheet with unit disks cut out around 0, t, ∞. Assume now further that we can expand
(Analogously with the˜'s.) Assume now
(v, t)w = 0 and analogously for the˜'s (note that these conditions are only nontrivial when β = 0, resp. α = 0, resp. α = −β). Denote now by ω α,β,i,0 , ω α,β,i,∞ , ω α,β,i,t the indefinite integrals of (21), (22), (23) in the variable z, obtained using the formula
(thus fixing the integration constant), and analogously with the˜'s. Let then
(see the comment in the proof on branching). Let
and similarly for the˜'s, the ′ 's and the ′′ 's. (The definition makes sense when applied to fields on which the term with denominator 0 vanishes.) Then
Additionally, when α = 0, then D α,β,i =D α,β,i = 0, and when β = 0 then C α,β,i = C α,β,i = 0, and
The equation (26) is also valid when α = −β.
Remark: Note that technically, the integral (20) is not defined on the nondegenerate worldsheet described. This can be treated in the standard way, namely by considering an actual worldsheet Σ ′ obtained by gluing on standard annuli on the boundary components. It is easily checked that if we denote by A u q the infinitesimal deformation of A q by u, then
Therefore, the Lemma can be stated equivalently for the worldsheet Σ ′ . The only change needs to be made in formula (25), where φ ′′ needs to be multiplied by s
and φ needs to be multiplied by r −2n where r and s are radii of the corresponding boundary components. Because however this is equivalent, we can pretend to work on the degenerate worldsheet Σ directly, in particular avoiding inconvenient scaling factors in the statement.
Proof: Let us work on the scaled real worldsheet Σ ′ . Let
Denote by ∂ 0 , ∂ ∞ , ∂ t the boundary components of Σ ′ near 0, ∞, t. Then the form ω α,β,i,∞ηα,β,i is unbranched on a domain obtained by making a cut c connecting ∂ 0 and ∂ t . We have
But we want to integrate ω α,β,iηα,β,i over th boundary ∂K:
where c + , c − are the two parts of ∂K along the cut c, oriented from ∂ t to ∂ 0 and back respectively. Before going further, let us look at two points
− which project to the same point on c. We have
(the subscripts α, β, i were omitted throughout to simplify the notation). This implies the relation
Comment: This is valid when the constants C α,β,i , D α,β,i are both taken at the point x − ; note that since the chiral forms are branched, we would have to adjust the statement if we measured the constants elsewhere. This however will not be of much interest to us as in the present paper we are most interested in the case when the constants vanish.
In any case, note that (30) implies C α,β,i = 0 when β = 0 mod Z and α = 0 mod Z, and D α,β,i = 0 when α = 0 mod Z and β = 0 mod Z. There is an anlogous relation to (30) betweenC α,β,i ,D α,β,i . Note that when α = 0 = β, all the forms in sight are unbranched, and (26) follows directly. To treat the case α = −β, proceed analogously, but replacing ω α,β,i,∞ by ω α,β,i,0 or ω α,β,i,t . Thus, we have finished proving (26) under its hypotheses.
Returning to the general case, let us study the right hand side of (29). Subtracting the first two terms from (27), (28), we get
respectively. On the other hand, the sum of the last two terms, looking at points x + , x − for each x ∈ c, can be rewritten as
Now recall (24). Choosingω α,β,i,∞ as the primitive function ofη α,β,i , we see that for the end point x of c − ,
Similarly, for the beginning point y of c − ,
Then (33), (34) multiplied by C α,β,i are the integrals (31), while the integral (32) is
Adding this, we get
as claimed.
Exponentiation of infinitesimal deformations
Let us now look at primary weight (1, 1) fields u. We would like to investigate whether the infinitesimal deformation of vertex operators (more precisely vacua) along u indeed continues to a finite deformation, or at least to perturbative level, as discussed in the previous section. Looking again at the equation (4), we see that we have in principle a series of obstructions similar to those of Gerstenhaber [9] , namely if we denote by
This can be rewritten as (39)
(Analogously for the˜'s. In the following, we will work on the obstruction for the chiral part, the antichiral part is analogous.) At first, these equations seem very overdetermined. Similarly as in the case of Gerstenhaber's obstruction theory, however, of course the obstructions are of cohomological nature. If we denote by A the Lie algebra
, and is obviously a coboundary, hence a cocycle with respect to L 0 (m) − 1, L 1 (m), ... . Hence, dividing by ǫ m , we get a 1-cocycle of A. Solving (39) means expressing this A-cocycle as a coboundary.
In the absence of ghosts, there is another simplification we may take advantage of. Suppose we have a 1-cocycle c = (x 0 , x 1 , ...) of A. (In our applications, we will be interested in the case when the x i 's are given by (39).) Then we have the equations
In the absence of ghosts, (41) means that for k ≥ 1, x k is determined by x 0 with the exception of the weight 0 summand (x 1 ) 0 of x 1 . Additionally, if we denote the weight k summand of y in general by y k , then
The rest of the equation (42) then follows from (41), with the exception of the weight 0 summand of x 1 . We must, then, have
Conditions (44), (45), for
are the conditions for solving (39), i.e. the actual obstruction.
For m = 1, we get what we call the primary obstruction. We have
The condition (45) becomes
Supposing the primary obstruction vanishes, we will also have occasion to use the secondary L 0 obstruction (actually, we will use the supersymmetric case; the modifications will be described at the end of this section). Let us start by discussing the bosonic case. It turns out in this case more convenient to actually consider finite annuli instead of L 0 . Let A r be the standard annulus with boundary components parametrized by Id :
Then the second equation (39) with m = 2 can be rewritten in terms of finite annuli as
(the operator (49) is defined on those elements on which the 0 denominator summand (49) vanishes). Now we need to evaluate
Ar . We have (taking into account the fact that dxdy = (i/2)dzdz) (50)
Ar is by definition calculated as follows: Consider the operator U A t r,v obtained by inserting a field v to the vacuum operator on a worldsheet A t r obtained by cutting out a standard disk of some radius s(t) with center t. Then form the integral
The meaning of the symbol U (A t r,u ) z u is the operator obtained by defining the worldsheet (A z by cutting out of A r one standard disk with center t and radius s(t), and another disjoint standard disk with center z, and inserting u to both new boundary components, and composing with the vacuum operator on (A t r )
z . Now assume (53) u 1 has no summands of left weight ≤ 1.
Now (52) is not dependent on the choice of s(t), and assuming (53), we may take the limit s(t) → 0 and then (52) becomes
If this integral diverges even after adding Ku with a possibly infinite constant K (see below for a discussion of infinite constants), then the exponentiation fails at ǫ 2 . However, this will not be the case in our application. Assume therefore (55) the integral (54) converges.
Then this integral can be rewritten as
t).)
(Note that we assumed in the inside sum that the t −1 t −1 coefficient vanishes when applied to u, since the primary obstruction vanishes.) But note that when the coefficient of ln ||r|| is nonzero in (56), it will not cancel when adding (51), so ln ||r|| will appear with nonzero coefficient on the right hand side of (48), while the left hand side of (48) is a power series in r, r. This is a contradiction. Hence, the secondary obstruction under our assumptions (53), (55) is that the ln ||r||-coefficient vanishes, or (57)
The expression φ 2 u makes sense (in the sense that division by 0 does not occur in the outside application of φ).
It is time now to discuss what happens in the case of supersymmetry. In the case of N = 1 supersymmetry, the body of the space of infinitesimal deformations involves deformations along primary fields u of weight (1/2, 1/2) in the NS sector. This means
What happens then is that G −1/2G−1/2 u is primary of weight (1, 1) . Deformation along G −1/2G−1/2 u further preserves supersymmetry, so the primary obstruction with respect to L 0 is (58)
and the secondary obstruction is again (57) with
In the case of N = 2 supersymmetry, the types of fields we are looking for are chiral primary fields u of weight (1/2, 1/2). Such fields have It would be nice if the obstruction theory a la Gerstenhaber we described here settled in general the questoin of deformations of conformal field theory, at least in the vertex operator formulation. It is, however, not that simple. The trouble is that we are not in a purely algebraic situation. Rather, compositions of operators which are infinite series may not converge, and even if they do, the convergence cannot be understood in the sense of being eventually constant, but in the sense of analysis, i.e. convergence of sequences of real numbers.
Specifically, in our situation, there is the possibility of divergence of the terms on the right hand side of (39). The first point is that in general, we do not expect infinitesimal deformations to converge on the degenerate worldsheets of vertex operators, so we may have to replace (39) by equations involving finite annuli instead. However, that is not the only problem. We may encounter renormalization along the flow parameter. This stems from the fact that the equations (37), (38) only determine u(ǫ) up to scalar multiple, where the scalar may be of the form
But the point is (as we shall see in an example in the next section) that we may only be able to get a well defined value of
when the constants K i are infinite. The obstruction then is
At first, it may seem that it is difficult to make this rigorous mathematically with the infinite constants present. However, we may use the followng trick. Suppose we want to solve (65)
in a, say, finite-dimensional vector space V . Then we make rewrite (65) as In that sense, (66) always makes sense, while (65) may not when interpreted directly. We interpret (64) in this way.
Let us now turn to the question of sufficient conditions for exponentiation of infinitesimal deformations. Suppose there exists a subspace W ⊂ V closed under vertex operators which contains u and such that for all elements v ∈ W , we have that is an isomorphism between W and the exponentiated deformation of W . However, since we now know the primary fields along the deformation, vacua can be recovered from the equation (4) of the last section.
Such nonrenormalized exponentiation occurs in the case of the coset construction. Setting
Then W is called the coset of V by u. Then W is closed under vertex operators, and if u ∈ W , the formulas (67), (68) apply without renormalization.
The case with renormalization occurs when there exists some constant
where K n are possibly constants such that
is finite in the sense described above (see (66)). We will see an example of this in the next section.
All these constructions are easily adapted to supersymmetry. The formulas (67), (68) hold without change, but the deformation is with respect to G −1/2G−1/2 u resp. G 
The deformations of free field theories
As our first example, let us consider the 1-dimensional bosonic free field conformal field theory, where the deformation field is
In this case, the infinitesimal isomorphism of Lemma 1 satisfies
and the sufficient condition of exponentiability from the last section is met when we take W the subspace consisting of states of momentum 0. Then W is closed under vertex operators, u ∈ W and the n = 0 term of (71) drops out in this case. However, this is an example where renormalization is needed. It can be realized as follows: Write
We have
To calculate exp φ n explicitly, we observe that
and setting
we obtain the sl 2 Lie algebra
Note that conventions regarding the normalization of e, f, h vary, but the relations (74) are satisfied for example for In the translation (73), this is (77) exp(tanh
To exponentiate the middle term, we claim
To prove (78), differentiate both sides by z. On the left hand side, we get
Thus, if the derivative by z of the right hand side y of (78) is
then we have the differential equation y ′ =
x−nxn n y, which proves (78) (looking also at the initial condition at z = 0). Now we can calculate (79) by moving the x n occuring before the normal order symbol to the right. If we do this simply by changing (79) to normal order, we get (80) :
but if we want equality with (79), we must add the terms coming from the commutator relations [x n , x −n ] = n, which gives the additional term (81) (e z − 1) :
Adding together (80) and (81) gives
which is the derivative by z of the right hand side of (78), as claimed.
Using (78), (77) Then the product
is in normal order, and is the renormalized isomorphism from the exponentiated ǫ-deformation W ǫ of the conformal field theory in vertex operator formulation on to the original W . The inverse, which goes from W to W ǫ , is best calculated by renormalizing the exponential of −φ. We get 
is the renormalized iso from W to W ǫ . Even though Ψ ′ and Φ ′ are only elements ofŴ , the element u(ǫ) = Ψ ′ u is the renormalized chiral primary field in W ǫ , and can be used in a renormalized version of the equation (4) to calculate the vacua on V ǫ , which will converge on non-degenerate Segal worldsheets.
In this approach, however, the resulting CFT structure on V ǫ remains opaque, while as it turns out, in the present case it can be identified by another method.
In fact, to answer the question, we must treat precisely the case missing in Lemma 1, namely when the weight 0 part of the vertex operator of the deforming field, which in this case is determined by the momentum, doesn't vanish. The answer is actually known in string theory to correspond to constant deformation of the metric on spacetime, which ends up isomorphic to the original free field theory. From the point of view of string theory, what we shall give is a "purely worldsheet argument" establishing this fact.
Let us look first at the infinitesimal deformation of the operator Y (v, t, t) for some field v ∈ V which is an eigenstate of momentum. We have three forms which coincide where defined:
By chiral splitting, if we assume v is a monomial in the modes, we can denote (84), (85), (86) by ηη (without forming a sum of terms). Again, integrating (84)- (86) term by term dz, we get forms ω ∞ , ω 0 , ω t , respectively. Here we set 1 z dz = ln z.
Again, these are branched forms. Selecting points p 0 , p ∞ , p t on the corresponding boundary components, we can, say, make cuts c 0,t and c 0,∞ connecting the points p 0 , p t and p 0 , p ∞ . Cutting the worldsheet in this way, we obtain well defined branches ω ∞ , ω 0 , ω t . To complicate things further, we have constant discrepancies
These can be calculated for example by comparing with the 4 point function
where Y − (v, z) denotes the sum of the terms in Y (v, z) involving negative powers of z, and Y + (v, z) is the sum of the other terms. Another way to approach this is as follows: one notices that
where S m denotes the operator which adds m to momentum. It follows that
Now the deformation is obtained by integrating the forms
on the boundary components around 0, t and ∞, and along both sides of the cuts c 0t , c 0,∞ . To get the integrals of the terms in (91)- (93) which do not involve the discrepancy constants, we need to integrate (94) (
To do this, observe that (pretending we work on the degenerate worldsheet, and hence omitting scaling factors, taking curved integrals over ||z|| = 1),
Integrating (94), we obtain terms
which will cancel with the integral along the cuts (to calculate the integral over the cuts, pair points on both sides of the cut which project to the same point in the original worldsheet), and "local" terms
The discrepancies play no role on the cuts (as the forms C 0tη , C 0,∞η are unbranched), but using the formula (90), we can compensate for the discrepancies to linear order in ǫ by applying on each boundary component
In (97), however, when integratingη, we obtain also discrepancy terms conjugate to (99), so the correct expression is (100)
The term (100) is also "local" on the boundary components, so the sum of (98) and (100) is the formula for the infinitesimal iso between the free CFT and the infinitesimally deformed theory. To exponentiate, suppose now we are working in a D-dimensional free CFT, and the deformation field is
Then the formula for the exponentiated isomorphism multiplies left momentum by (102) exp ǫM and right momentum by
But of course, in the free theory, the left momentum must equal to the right momentum, so this formula works only when M is a symmetric matrix. Thus, to cover the general case, we must discuss the case when M is antisymmetric. In this case, it may seem that we obtain indeed a different CFT which is defined in the same way as the free CFT with the exception that the left momentum m L and right momentum m R are related by the formula m L = Am R for some fixed orthogonal matrix A. As it turns out, however, this theory is still isomorphic to the free CFT. The isomorphism replaces the left moving oscillators x i,−n by their transform via the matrix A (which acts on this Heisenberg representation by transport of structure).
Next, let us discuss the case of deforming field of non-zero momentum, i.e. when Clearly, then, the metric cannot be Euclidean, hence there will be ghosts and a part of our theory doesn't apply. Note that in order for (104) to be primary, we also must have
Despite the indefinite signature, we still have the primary obstruction, which is (108)
(we omit the z λ,x0 term, since the power is 0 by (105)). In the notation (106), this is
which in the presence of (107) reduces to the condition
This is false unless (110) ||M || 2 = 0 which means that (104) is a null state, along which the deformation is not interesting in the sense of string theory. More generally, the distributional form of (109) is
then the Fourier transform of f will be a function g satisfying
where the sings correspond to the metric, which we assume is diagonal with entries ±1. The Fourier transform of the condition (111) is then
Assuming a decay condition under which the Fourier transform makes sense, (112) implies g = 0, hence (110), so in this case also the obstruction is nonzero unless (104) is a null state.
Let us now look at the N = 1-supersymmetric free field theory. In this case, as pointed out above, in the NS-NS sector, critical fields for deformations have weight (1/2, 1/2). We could also consider the NS-R and R-R sectors, where the critical weights are (1/2, 0) and (0, 0), respectively. These deforming fields parametrize soul directions in the space of infinitesimal deformations. The soul parameters θ,θ have weights (1/2, 0), (0, 1/2), which explains the difference of critical weights in these sectors.
Let us, however, focus on the body of the space of deformations, i.e. the NS-NS sector. Let us first look at the weight (1/2, 1/2) primary field
The point is that the infinitesimal deformation is obtained by integrating the insertion operators of
Therefore, (113) behaves exactly the same was as deformation along the field (101) in the bosonic case. Again, if M is a symmetric matrix, exponentiating the deformation leads to a theory isomorphic via scaling the momenta, while if M is antisymmetric, the isomorphism involves transforming the left moving modes by the orthogonal matrix exp(M ).
In the case of momentum λ = 0, we again have indefinite signature, and the field
Once again, for (114) to be primary, we must have (106), (107). Moreover, again the actual infinitesimal deformation is got by applying the insertion operators of G −1/2G−1/2 u, so the treatment is exactly the same as deformation along the field (104) in the bosonic case. Again, we discover that under a suitable decay condition, the obstruction is always nonzero so such non-trivial deformations do not exist.
It is worth noting that in both the bosonic and supersymmetric cases, one can apply the same analysis to free field theories compactified on a torus. In this case, however, scaling momenta changes the geometry of the torus, so using deformation fields of 0 momentum, we find exponential deformations which change (linearly) the metric on the torus. This seems to confirm, in the restricted sense investigated here, a conjecture stated in [21] .
The Gepner model
We know that in an N = 2-supersymmetric CFT, infinitesimal deformations are possible along primary fields u of weight (1/2, 1/2) whose left moving (holomorphic) part and right moving (antiholomorphic) part are chiral (or c) resp. antichiral (or a), which means that As usual, we list the type of field in the holomorphic coordinate first, i.e. for example an ac field is holomorphically antichiral and antiholomorphically chiral. For a cc field u, the infinitesimal deformation of vacuum U Σ on a worldsheet Σ associated with u is (117)
is the element ("operator") obtained by cutting out the image of the unit disk D mapped via an injective holomorphic embedding φ into Σ so that 0 maps to x, and compose the vacuum on the resulting worldsheet Σ ′ with the field u on D. The result depends on the derivative of the map φ at 0, but if u is a cc field, G − −1/2G − −1/2 u is primary of weight (1, 1), so the argument of (117) transforms as a differential form of type (1, 1). Similarly, the deformation along an ac field is
The cases of aa and ca are analogous. Now we will examine the question of perturbatively exponentiating the expressions (117), (118). Similarly as in the non-supersymmetric case, in the cc case this question is related to the expression
Making sense of the expression means that the coefficient at each t k must converge at least after renormalization, which means "multiplying the expression (119) by a constant of the form
where K i are possibly infinite constants (but not fields)", as we used in the case of free field theory. More discussion is needed to treat this process in detail, but in this section, we will focus in a different direction, namely the possibility of an "instant death" scenario, when the coefficients of (119) at t i converge when i < n, and applying (120) (G − −1/2G − −1/2 u) −1,−1 of weight 0 to the coefficient at t n−1 gives a nonzero answer. In that case, the expression (119) cannot be regularized. We claim that in the case of the Gepner model for the Fermat quintic, this occurs for most fields with n = 2 (in fact with the exception of 1 dimension). Now for n = 2, we know more, namely the secondary obstruction (57), (59) which says that when this occurs, not only the expression (119) is undefined, but indeed the whole perturbative exponentiation of the infinitesimal deformation, in the setup which we are considering, fails at this stage, which is a stronger statement (we need to verify (53), (55), but we will see these assumptions are true in the case of the Gepner model of the Fermat quintic). This will be the main result of the present section. The discussion of ac fields is analogous, although in the case of the Fermat quintic there is only one dimension in this case, and as it turns out, that field can be exponentiated.
The finite weight states of one chirality (say, left moving) of the Gepner model of the Fermat quintic are described as the 5-fold tensor product of the N = 2-supersymmetric minimal model of central charge 3/5. It should be pointed out that a mathematical approach to the fusion rules of this model was given in [15] . We shall use the Coulomb gas realization of the N = 2-minimal model, cf. [10] , [18] . Let us restrict attention to the NS sector. Then, essentially, the left moving sector of the minimal model is a subquotient of the lattice theory where the lattice is 3-dimensional, and spanned by
Call the oscillator corresponding to the j'th component x j,m . Then the conformal vector is
The superconformal algebra is generated by
.
The module labels are realized by labels
It is obvious that to stay within the range (124), we must understand the fusion rules and how they are applied. The basic principle is that labels are indentified as follows: No identifications are imposed on the 0'th lattice coordinate. This means that upon any identification, the 0'th coordinate must be the same for the labels identified. Therefore, the identification is governed by the 1st and 2nd coordinates, which give the Coulomb gas realization of the corresponding parafermionic theory (the "3 state Potts model"). The key point here are the parafermionic currents (125)
(the 0'the coordinate is omitted). Clearly, the parafermionic currents act on the labels by (126)
. Now we impose the identification for parafermionic labels:
We note that the bottom states of the parafermionic labels (ℓ, m) P F which fail to satisfy the condition (124) have negative weight and thus must be identified with 0. The only other identification we will need uses the fact that (128)
ψ + 1,−2/3 1 (0,0)P F = 1 (3,1)P F . Of course, this does not describe all the identifications, for more detail, see [10] . However, for our purposes it will be sufficient to know that the bottom states of the lattice labels satisfying (124) do not vanish, and that their only identifications are given by (127).
Now in the Gepner model corresponding to the quintic, the (cc)-fields allowed are To investigate the series (119), we note that G − −1/2 acts as a derivative in the sense that it is applied to one coordinate, while the others are unchanged, and the results are then added. We will look at iterations of the vertex operators of 
In this diagram, we omit the subscript M M . Instead the subscripts indicate the weight of the bottom states of each label. We must note, however, that we are in an NS sector of a supersymmetric theory, so weights of elements of the same label can differ by multiples of 1/2. When calculating the dimension of descendants mod Z, we take the difference of bottom state weights, add 1/2 if the operator's weight differs from its bottom state by an odd multiple of 1/2, and another 1/2 if the sign of the corresponding arrow in (138) is −: this indicates an "odd fusion rule" ( [18] ) which means that a PF identification (127) is used and the lattice coordinate (± 5 √ 15
, 0, 0) is added, which shifts the weight by an odd multiple of 1/2.
We now draw an analogous FR picture for iterating the vertex operator of the label (2, 2) MM : The case of (131) -weight increase 3/2 + 1/2 ≡ 0 mod Z: 
The case of (132) -weight increase 1/2 + 1/2 ≡ 0 mod Z: (
The case of (133) -weight increase 3/2 + 1/2 ≡ 0 mod Z: The case of (134) -weight increase 5/2 + 1/2 ≡ 0 mod Z: 
To show that the sudden death scenario actually occurs, however, we have to calculate the actual vertex operators. To this end, we use the Coulomb gas model. Obviously, the objective is to calculate as few paths as possible. We see that the diagrams (141)- (145) contain the following fusion rule paths in the N = 2-minimal model:
Applying (1, 1) MM :
We see that this is enough to realize the diagrams (141)- (145): (146)- (148) specify all the paths in the diagrams which do not involve G − −1/2 . In each diagram, we must put G − −1/2 in exactly one place, which can always be (1, 1) or (3, 3) , so (149) and (150) will suffice.
We will begin with the path (146). Here, we can just use the lattice label name (
, 0, 0) for (3, 3) MM , so calling the variable of the first resp. second vertex operator z resp. t, the vertex operators associated with (146) become
The case of (146):
,0,0) ( 27 10 )
Our conventions here are as follows. The label listed in each row of (151) is the resulting lattice label, not the shift as may be more usual when writing operators (however, note that because of the identifications, in the current setting the shift would be ambiguous). Further, in the expression involving z, we do not list the whole operator but only the result of applying the operator to the initial label's bottom state: in this case, 1 (
,0,0) (this is all we need for our calculation). The number in the parenthesis is the weight of the bottom state of the lattice label of the expression (which will be needed as well).
We next calculate the path (150). The element G −1/2 (3, 3) MM has two names , 0, 0). (We shall sometimes write a instead 1 a for a lattice element a.) We need to use the first expression (152) in the first step, the second in the second step, yielding (using the same conventions as above) (153) The case of (150):
Next, let us do the path (147). To this end, (2, 2) MM has the name
Applying it to itself, we get the name
which we rename to
before applying (154) again, yielding
Thus, the operators (using the above conventions) are
The case of (147):
Next, let us do the path (148). Here, (1, 1) MM has the name
Applying it to itself, we get the label
Applying (159) again, we get to the label
Therefore, the operators (using the above conventions) are
The case of (148):
) We must rename this to apply (164) again. Here the renaming we use follows from the PF relation
This renames (165) as
(Note that despite the notation, this is a bottom state, since the corresponding lattice label is ghost.) Finally, apply (164) again to get
which is our answer. This gives the answer
The case of (149):
(in the first expression, consistency of the theory -as well as direct calculationimplies cancelling of the terms non-commuting with
Now that we have the paths (151), (153), (158), (163), (169), we can calculate the "sudden death" summands of the operators corresponding to the second stages of (141)-(145). To simplify the calculation, however, we will employ an additional trick: For each of the paths (151), (153), (158), (163), (169), we can actually calculate the OPE of the second stage with the first stage. Now assuming we only look at sudden death summands which land on the bottom state of the label (none of the labels at the end of (151), (153), (158), (163), (169) are ghost labels, and they all realize independent nonzero elements), we can simply look at the scalar function f (z, t) at the end of each label, multiply the results over all the factors of each path (141)-(145), do a power expansion in t, and find the coefficient of z equal to the total weight gain of all labels from stage 1 to stage 2: this will be equal to the coefficient of the weight gain summand of the operator which lands on the bottom state of the label. If the coefficient is non-zero, the sudden death scenario occurs.
When calculating the OPE, it is alright for our purposes to use only the element form of the 1st stage we calculated. The OPE's we will need are The remaining OPE of a lattice theory, which we do not use, is To calculate, for example, the OPE and weight gain of bottom states in the case of (151), we can use (170) directly, thus yielding the following answer:
The case of (146), (151): f (z, t) = (t − z)
The case of (142), (131), G −1/2 attached to the field 3 (using (175), (177)):
We are looking at the coefficient at z 0+1/2+1/2 = z, which is 2i 2 3 (2/5) = 0, so the sudden death scenario occurs.
The case of (143), (132), G −1/2 attached to the field 1 (using twice (176), and (179)):
(t − z) 1/5 (t − z) 1/5 (t − z) = (t − z) 7/5 .
We are looking at the coefficient at z 1+1+1 = z 3 , which is (−1) The case of (144), (133), G −1/2 attached to the field 1 (using (176), twice (177), and (179)):
(t − z) 1/5 · 1 2 · (t − z) = (t − z) 6/5 .
We are looking at the coefficient at z 1+1/2+1/2+1 = z 3 , which is (−1) The case of (145), (134), G −1/2 attached to one of the fields 1 (using (177) four times, and (179)): 1 4 · (t − z) = t − z.
We are looking at the coefficient at z 4·1/2+1 = z 3 , which is 0, so haven't detected a sudden death scenario in this case.
The reader may note that in this case, there are also other paths which lead to integral weight gain, but none of them detects a sudden death scenario on the second iteration. A similar situation occurs, of course, in the case of (135). This, in an of itself, doesn't prove that the deformations along the fields (1 5 , 1 5 ), (−1 5 , 1 5 ) can be exponentiated (although we will see that it is the case). Before showing that, however, let us see that this result has a geometric modification. In Gepner's conjectured interpretation of the model we are investigating as the σ-model of the Fermat quintic, the field (135) corresponds to the dilaton. It seems reasonable to conjecture that the dilaton deformation should exist, since the theory should not choose a particular global size of the quintic. Similarly, the field (134) can be explained as the dilaton on the mirror manifold of the quintic, which should correspond to deformations of complex structure of the form (180) x 5 + y 5 + z 5 + t 5 + u 5 + λxyztu = 0.
Therefore, our analysis predicts that the (body of) the moduli space of N = 2-supersymmetric CFT's containing the Gepner model is 2-dimensional, and contains σ-models of the quintics (180), where the metric is any multiple of the metric for which the σ-model exists (which is unique up to a scalar multiple).
To show that the deformations along the fields (1 5 , 1 5 ), (−1 5 , 1 5 ) can be exponentiated, let us first review a simpler case, namely the coset construction: In a VOA V , we set, for u ∈ V homogeneous, We still define Y − (u, z, θ + , θ − ) to be the sum of terms involving n < 0, and Y + (u, z, θ + , θ − ) the sum of the remaining terms. The compatibility relations for an N = 2-super-VOA are In the case of lack of locality, only a weaker conclusion holds. 
